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Executive Summary 
This document aims to inform the committee on the following points: 
 

• How Section 15 is unworkable and has little to no impact on the safety of knife retailing. 
 

• The benefits of age verified delivery and the downside of collections. 
 

• How knife makers and other parties (including charities) may be unduly affected by the 
proposed legislation, even with the proposed exemptions & defences. 
 

• Eliminate possible defences the bill might create, enabling the carrying of knives in towns & 
cities. 

 

• Possible amendments to rectify the above issues. 
 
 
 
1  Introduction 

1.1 Springfields are grateful for the opportunity to submit our views to help it’s consideration of 

the Offensive Weapons Bill. 

1.2 Springfields are an outdoor retailer & wholesaler who have been in business for 45 years. Our 

main customers are scout groups and outdoor educators.  

1.3 We sell around £500,000 worth of knives a year equating to 50,000 knives total.  

1.4 This document aims to show some of the potential downsides in the proposed legislation and 

our views on how to achieve the same result whilst limiting the negative impact on small 

businesses and artisan knife makers.  

1.5 We will be greatly affected by the proposed changes due to the limitations of the current 

defences.  

1.6 As a small business with a turnover of just under £1M and 9 staff we are eager to work with 

the committee to make the UK a safer place while maintaining our current successful 

business. 

 



2 Residential Delivery 

2.1 The ban on residential addresses in our opinion is unworkable and unenforceable for the 

following reasons.  

2.2 When a customer places an order on a webstore, they need to be shown the relevant delivery 

prices. (i.e based on weight, area or speed of service). To implement the proposed law on 

residential addresses the customer will need to be presented with relevant delivery options 

upon placing an order (options – residential or commercial delivery). See flowchart (Appendix 

A) 

2.3 There are two options for this:  

• A) Show both ‘access point collection’ and ‘age verified home delivery’ options to all 

customers. However, explaining that they must be a business or have an address not 

solely used for residential purposes would require the buyer to select the correct 

option and for some kind of check to take place after the order is placed. 

• B) Require the customer to choose the address type first, showing only the correct 

delivery options for that type of address. A check would again be required to establish 

whether they have selected the correct delivery option. 

2.4 The problem with both approaches is it requires the buyer to stop the retailer committing an 

offence. Customer service employees would have to verify that the buyer conducts business 

from the premises after the order is placed to prevent this. A system which is unworkable, 

especially if you consider larger retailers like Amazon.  

2.5 As far as we are aware there is currently no way of checking if an address is used solely for 

residential purposes.  

2.6 Address examples to show how possible customers may work with the proposed ban on 

residential deliveries. 

 

• Buyer 1) A self employed wood sculptor who runs courses in nearby woodland, sculpts 
from home and has no other commercial premises.  
This customer is not listed on companies house as he is a sole trader, his residential 
premises is used for business and as his workshop. He would be able to accept deliveries 
at home under the proposed bill, although if he placed an order with a retailer, he would 
have to prove that he worked from home. This is one of our actual customers.  

 

• Buyer 2) A outdoors person who runs a Limited Company registered to his home, he 
conducts no business from his home, but selects the option anyway.  
An offence would have been committed if we were to send this customer a knife to his 
home address. His company has no relevance to if he should have a knife delivered or not, 
although when checked at companies house, his limited company did show at the address 
on the order.  



 

• Buyer 3) A 16 year old who intends to have a knife delivered to use in a crime.  
This 16 year old buyer enters his address as ‘Mark’s Garden Services, 1 Main Street’ He 
has a machete delivered to his home after the address is deemed to be a garden 
company, although no such company exists. An offence has been committed by the 
retailer, As with a genuine business address, the machete would not be delivered as the 
process is the same for all addresses when delivered by a courier who conducts age 
verification at the door.  
 

2.7 The above buyers show the potential flaws in the proposed legislation. In all 3 cases age 
verified delivery would have been used and only someone over 18 would have received the 
items. With buyer 3, the retailer would have committed an offence however the delivery 
company would have prevented a child receiving a machete. This is also assuming he used a 
fake ID to bypass the retailer’s age verification.  

2.8 It would be a more reasonable approach to only allow age verified deliveries to all addresses. 
Especially as whether someone conducts some business from their address or not has no 
impact on whether or not the courier company conducts age verification. The ban on 
residential addresses will make law abiding retailers commit offences far too easily.  

 

3  Age Verified Delivery & Access Points. 

 

3.1 Allowing age verified delivery for all orders would increase the safety of online ordering. 

There are around 2500 age verification access points available at newsagents across the UK, 

they have a financial incentive to accept parcels as they are paid per parcel delivered. There 

are also between 2-3 employees at each collection point. Using 2.5 as the midpoint means 

there will be 6500 newsagent employees conducting ID checks for knives.  

 
3.2 If we compare this to delivery drivers, they are paid by the courier to provide a service and 

are incentivized to age check rather than lose their job or face prosecution. They can also all 
be trained by a central management team rather than each collection point checking using 
their own rules.  

 
3.3 The notion that ‘Access Points’ will conduct age verification better than a trained delivery 

driver is profoundly wrong. Images of the two closest access points to Westminster, both of 
which are within 0.5M are in Appendix B & C. 

 
3.4 Insisting on age verification on collection rather than an ID check to make sure the person 

who placed the order and was age checked is the person collecting forces us to use some less 
than desirable collection points. To illustrate this each member of the committee has the 
closest access point to their constituency office pictured in Appendix D   

 
3.5 The alternative to the above is to use Royal Mail collection points which can check ID (not for 

age) but to make sure the person collecting is the person who was age checked. This is also 



cheaper, they are trained staff and there are 400% more of them in the UK, which will help 
rural customers while supporting Post Offices. 

4 Unintended Consequences.  

 

4.1 If the proposed bill is not amended it will have severe consequences for two of our core 
customer groups:  

 
4.2 Scout Groups & Charities 

A large number of our customers are Scout Groups and Scout Leaders. Due to the way they 
operate the majority of orders are placed by scout leaders and delivered to their homes. The 
ban on residential addresses would stop this and force them to drive to access points if there 
was one near their home at all. All scout groups are registered as charities so an amendment 
allowing ‘Charties or Representatives of Charities’ to have knives delivered to their residential 
addresses is needed. Their need for knives, usually to teach knife safety is far greater than 
that of a reenactor or sports person.  

 
4.3 Outdoor Educators 

Most outdoor educators and course providers operate a business from a woodland, an 
agreement with a forestry centre or landowner. The also buy knives to teach knife safety, 
knife care and other genuine reasons. The also do not usually have a business premises and 
will be prevented from ordering knives.  

 
4.4 Furthermore allowing a defence for ‘outdoor activities’ would ensure a greater number of 

legitimate customers are not unintentionally affected by the legislation. 

5  Creating defences for people wanting to carry a knife.  

 
5.1 It may be far-fetched but entirely possible. For example if someone orders a knife to a 

newsagents for pickup until 10pm on a Friday evening they then have a reasonable defence 
for having it on them if caught in the area. It would be better if they had them delivered 
home and they stayed there until they have a valid excuse for using them. 

 

6 Fairness to UK retailers. 

 
6.1 Allowing non UK companies to still use age verified couriers to deliver to residential addresses 

is unfair and unnecessary. If we are to ban deliveries to residential addresses for domestic 
orders then it should be deemed to be as unsafe for a foreign company to do the same. This 
will drive business away from UK retailers. 

 



7 Knife Maker Exemptions 

 
7.1 The only courier who currently offers age verification is UPS, knife makers who send a small 

volume of handmade knives are unlikely to have enough volume for an account, effectively 
banning them from sending knives and rendering their exemption to Section 15 pointless.  

 

8 Implementation Time 

 
8.1 If & when the proposed changes gain Royal Assent there should be a period of at least 3 

months to allow for retailers to draw up a specification, test and implement any changes. 
Although even in this time frame such drastic changes to couriers, checkout and staff training 
will be hard to achieve. Please see below table for approximate time scales for this project.  

 
8.2 Implementation Proposed Time Table 
 

 
 
8.3 This timetable does not allow for any problems encountered or any time working with 

Trading Standards beforehand on acceptable practices. It also assumes that any development 
team are able to work on our changes within a few weeks of the specifications being finalised. 
Time spent on these tasks before the bill is gains Royal Assent could result in wasting time & 
money on irrelevant changes.  

 
8.4 A 6 month implementation time would ensure we are able to continue our business and are 

able to fully comply with the law from commencement date. It would also allow us to move 
customers over to the new procedures gradually by increasing pricing on older delivery 
methods and subsidising the new ones for a month before the law comes in to effect.  
 
 

9 Possible Amendments 

 
9.1 Remove Section 15. 

Task Length Of TIme 

FInd & set up account with compatible courier 1 Month 

Integrate courier APIs and systems with our own & test. 1 Month from above (2 Months) 

Specify checkout & webstore changes 1 Month 

Work with developers to implement changes 2 Months from Above (3 Months) 

Test new systems & train employees 2 weeks.  



It will not work in practice; it doesn’t make knife sales any safer and creates loopholes for 
carrying a knife in public.  

 
9.2 Make exemptions for scout groups, charities and outdoor education 

If section 15 is not removed please make exceptions for Scout Groups, representatives of 
Scout Groups and outdoor educators.  

 
9.3 Exemptions for age verified delivery for specialist tools and knife makers 

Only require an ID check after age checking, not age verified delivery. 
For bodies which are exempt from section 15, please allow them to use a service which only 
requires ID on delivery rather than age verification to allow them to continue their trade.  
Example: A order would be placed, age checked, then dispatched using an ‘addresee only’ 
option ensuring they could only be delivered to the person who has been age verified.  

 

10 Conclusion 

 
No one can argue with what this bill is trying to achieve, a safer UK with less crime. I applaud the 
Home Office for trying to do something.  
 
I think a better approach that would yield better results would be to work with industry rather than 
against it. I have been working with various other retailers & suppliers and had meetings with 
MOPAC, The Met, Staffordshire Police, Trading Standards, my MP and spoken to various other MPs 
and yet the people we really need to speak with – The Home Office seem to want to push through 
the legislation without real consultation.  
 
I would like to suggest working with some retailers, couriers, the Met & Trading Standards to work 
out a real solution to deal with online sellers who flout the law and measures that would actually 
reduce knife crime and not harm law abiding citizens. I know a workable solution is possible.  

 
Thank you for your time while reading this document.  
 
 
July 2018 
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